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Background

• Although many road safety models mention exposure as a factor, 
most models do not specify factors determining travel behaviour:

– traffic volumes

– modal choice

– distribution of traffic over time and space

• Research can be supported by a model comprising exposure to 
risk, risk, and the relationship between these two, because 
measures may affect both risk and exposure

• Demarcation:

– Included: before and during traffic participation

– Excluded: post-crash
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Conceptual modelConceptual model
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• Travel behaviour: volumes, modal split, and distribution over time 
and space

• Often used are Random Utility theory (and variants), Theory of 
Planned behaviour, and Space-time geography

• Factors corresponding to short travel distances increase the amount 
of cycling: high densities, mixed land use, competitiveness: cycling 
versus vehicular route length/ travel time
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• Ergonomics theories to describe the link between technique and road 

users 

• Theories from physics to explain the link between vehicles and the 

road, e.g. friction between tires and road surface, factors determining 

bicycle stability
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• Law of conservation of energy: in the event of a crash, energy is 

exchanged between road users, vehicles, and infrastructure

• Part of the crash energy is transferred to victims

• Injuries are fatal if biomechanical tolerances are exceeded

• Important concepts: safe speeds (e.g. 30 km/h to safely mix cyclists 

with motor vehicles) and physical forgivingness
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Conceptual model
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Effect of exposure on risk:

•Most theoretical inquiries on the link 

between exposure and risk seem to lack 

detail (Ardekani, Hauer, Jamei, 2000)

•Concepts like non-linearity of risk and 

‘safety by numbers’ are used

•APM’s are utilized to to quantitatively 

describe the link

Effect of risk on exposure: safety is often 

mentioned as a reason not to cycle 
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Example: two low-cost measures

• A municipality aims to improve cycling safety and to increase the 
amount of cycling

• It considers the following two options:

a. One-way cycle tracks along a distributor roads are converted to 
two-way bicycle tracks

b. An access road through a traffic calmed area (where the right 
hand rule applies) is converted to a bicycle street: traffic on this 
street is given priority and the connections to distributor roads 
are closed for motor vehicles

9
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Discussion

• The model comprises both exposure and risk, and the link between
these two

• It provides a basis to hypothesize about potential effects of measures 
and policies. For example: 

– only few studies have controlled for exposure when studying the 
effect of for instance the presence of two-way bicycle tracks

– to our best knowledge, no studies addressed the potential effects 
of a changed distribution of traffic over the road network
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Questions
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Example: two low-cost measures (2)

• Effect on exposure:

– Amount of cycling

a) Lower stopping frequency

b) Lower stopping frequency and improved competitiveness of 
cycling

– Distribution of traffic over the road network:

a) More cyclists along distributor roads, more encounters with 
motor traffic

b) More cyclists through traffic calmed area, less encounters 
with motor traffic
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Example: two low-cost measures (3)

• Effect of exposure on risk, especially because of the distribution over 
space:

a) Higher risks: cycling along distributors is relatively unsafe 

b) Lower risks: cycling through traffic calmed area is relatively safe 
due to low speeds

• Effect on risk

a) Higher risks: drivers do not expect cyclists riding on the left side 
of the road

b) Higher risks: cyclists tend to be less cautious if they have 
priority

13
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Example: two low-cost measures (4)

• More research on the size of the effects would be needed to draw
firm conclusions

• The direction of the effects suggest that the effects of measure b are 
most in accordance with the municipality’s goals, i.e. improving 
cycling safety and increasing bicycle use
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